


 What is Open Source? 

 Open Source in Higher Education and Libraries 

  Strategies for Partnerships & Staff  Development 





 Actually different variations on the open source 
definition, such as Free Software, but I define it as… 

  Software created by a person or group of  people who 
make it freely available (including source code) to “the 
community” and encourage those using it to contribute 
any changes/enhancements back to the community 

  See Open Source Definition for more formal definition   



  Of a space: Not shut in or confined, not surrounded by 
barriers; to which there is free access or passage on all or 
nearly all sides; unenclosed, unwalled, unconfined. 

  Exposed to general view or knowledge; existing, performed 
or carried on without concealment or so that all may see, 
hear, or take cognizance; public; also, declared in public or 
by public authority. 

  Free in giving or communicating; liberal, generous, 
bounteous. 
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  Low cost of  entry (also generally runs on Linux HW) 

  Tends to be cutting edge with latest features 

 More flexible technology facilitating innovation 

  Popular apps generally more reliable than commercial 

  Loyal and responsive user community 

  Insulated from commercial stupidity (Blackboard) 



  Smaller projects can lack testing and documentation 

  Experienced local staff  may be needed 

 Depends on control mechanisms to maintain a 
disparate group of  developers 

  Projects can see division, or forking (also a Pro) 

  Lack of  clear business models can make it hard to 
market or justify in traditional organizations (RFP) 



  Those who commit to the open source model generally 
find the benefits far outweigh disadvantages: 
  excellent way to deploy new systems and functions 

  helps build staff  capacity by encouraging playfulness, 
experimentation and failure 

  excuse to invest in the local rather than remote company 

  no need to wait for vendor community to be responsive 

  no need to worry about vendor going out of  business   





  Currently OS is in use in almost all higher ed sites 

 Most common uses would be basic infrastructure, 
including network, e-mail, web, server OS 

 Using existing OS apps commons, consortia creating 
new OS apps becoming common as well 

 Many general OS apps in use, including Firefox, 
Thunderbird, OpenOffice, Linux 





  Learning Management Systems 

 Moodle 
  Easy to install/maintain, PHP, wide use 

  Modular, some additional components 

  Sakai 
  Moderate to install/maintain, Java, less common 

  Very modular, extensions becoming more common 





 OS CMS market is very mature with lots of  choice 

 Drupal 
  Widely used and mature CMS – vs 6 is latest 

  Hundreds of  additional modules, including library 

  PHP-based and easy to customize 

  Many universities starting to use it for campus site 

 Others include Joomla, Plone 





 A number of  options for all library types 

 Koha 

  Complete system for small-medium libraries 
  Circulation, cataloging, acquisitions, serials, reserves, 

patrons, branch relationships, multi-language 

  Evergreen 

  Partial ILS better for large libraries and consortia 
  Circulation, cataloguing, OPAC, admin 







 With the range of  OS software available, you may want 
to rethink the traditional ILS and go OLAF 

 Open Library Application Framework 

 Use appropriate apps for individual workflows, rather 
than using one monolithic ILS for all 

 More flexible and adaptable  







 A dozen or more OS apps for managing bibliographies 

  Zotero 
  Full-featured Firefox plugin with word processing 

plugins for bibliography creation 

  Easy harvesting of  citations while browsing the Web, 
library catalogs and databases 

  Excellent example of  elegant solution that rivals or 
exceeds all commercial applications 





  Vendor vRef  apps expensive and buggy 

  Crafty Syntax 

  Easy to install and manage, feature-rich 
  Customizable, full transcripts, push URLs 
  Extensive admin module 
  Supports multiple sites/libraries 

  Chat clients 

  Using existing OS chat clients also an option - Meebo 







  Linking and Knowledgebase management critical to 
most academic institutions 

  CUFTS 
  Very advanced and feature rich, highly customizable 

  Use to manage print and electronic journals 

  Features for consortia and resource sharing, ILL 

  Easy to use admin module better than many vendors 

  New release includes ERM functions for managing DBs 





 Difficult software to develop and maintain 

  dbWiz 
  Part of  SFU reSearcher suite which includes CUFTS 

  Supports hundreds of  sources 

  Direct linking to fulltext, limits, sorting 

  LibraryFind 
  Newer, Ruby application 





 Digital Repositories used for open access publishing, 
institutional repositories, digital archives 

 Greenstone 

  Rich feature set, GUI clients, web/CD archive 
  Used in dozens of  languages 

  Fedora 

  Very modular and extensible system 
  Requires more up-front work, use for any application  







 Open Access publishing a big opportunity 

 OJS 

  Widely used and active development 
  Multiple languages 
  Excellent management of  publishing process 

 OCS 

  Similar app for managing conferences and paper 
submissions 







 Many other OS apps for academic libraries: 
  MARC editors and transformation apps 

  XML tools for manipulating textual data 

  Lucene and Solr for indexing textual data 

  Heritrix/Wayback/NutchWAX for creating web 
archives (Internet Archive) 

  The world is your oyster… 



  Best strategy is to commit to Open 

 One aspect of  building staff  capacity, which is a long-
term effort but one with major payback 

 Other elements of  strategy include an open approach 
in other areas, including meetings, intellectual property 

 Use OS projects as teambuilding opportunities 

  Let everyone participate! 



  Provides a range of  tools at low cost 

  Staff  feel like they are making an investment 

  Pride in making a contribution to community 

  Built on “free to tinker”, encouraging staff  to be more 
creative and fearless 

  Participatory culture of  OS spreads like a good virus! 


